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Abstract. A novel recommender system that supports tourists in choosing interesting and novel points of interests (POIs) is here presented. It
can deal with situations where users’ data is scarce and there is no additional information about users apart from their past POIs visits. User
behaviour is modelled by first clustering users with similar POIs visit
trajectories and then learning a general user behaviour model, which is
common to all the users in the same cluster, via Inverse Reinforcement
Learning (IRL). Finally, recommendations are generated by exploiting
the learnt behavioural models. The analysis of the produced clusters of
trajectories and the generated recommendation shows that the proposed
approach outperforms a baseline kNN model along several dimensions
except precision.
Keywords: Recommender system · Inverse reinforcement learning
Clustering · Topic model · Tourism
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Introduction

Tourists, when facing travel related decisions, may be overwhelmed by the large
abundance of choices, e.g., POIs that could be visited, or may lack sufficient
knowledge to make a good choice. Moreover, contextual conditions, such as time
and weather constraints as well as user’s previous choices, may make the next
choice even harder. In order to cope with these problems, Recommender Systems
(RSs) have been introduced; they support user decision making by identifying
personalised and relevant items [1]. POI recommendations for a target user are
generated by comparing the user’s profile, which models the user’s preferences
and is derived from the user’s past behaviour (e.g., past POIs visits), with target
POIs description (content-based approach) or by leveraging similarities with
the profiles of other users (collaborative-filtering method). The dependence of
users’ preferences on contextual factors have been studied in context-aware RSs
(CARSs) [2,3]. Moreover, in order to harness information about the specific order
in which users consume items, pattern-discovery [4] have also been proposed.
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In order to predict relevant POIs, the first approach exploits the combination
of contextual factors with explicit user’s feedback, e.g., POI ratings. The second
one extracts visit patterns in the observed user’s POIs visit trajectories in order
to predict the next POI that the user will visit. Moreover, in order to generate
recommendations, both approaches require many observations (e.g., rating or
POIs visit trajectories). Unfortunately, users tend to provide little feedback and
user observed data is often sparse, i.e., few POIs in a city are visited.
Here, a recommender system technology is proposed that tackles three major
limitations of previously mentioned approaches, that is: (1) they require users’
explicit feedback, (2) they depend on many observed POIs visit trajectories
and (3) they often suggest items lacking interest for the user since they match
exactly the actual (possibly suboptimal) user’s behaviour. In the approach that is
proposed here, first users are clustered on the base of similarities in their observed
POIs visit trajectories. Then, a general user behaviour model specific for each
cluster is learnt. Finally, next-POI recommendations for users in a cluster are
generated from the behavioural model learnt on that cluster. It is worth noting
that the proposed technique is aimed at suggesting next POIs visits and not
complete itineraries, which are instead built with itinerary planning algorithms.
In this paper, first the proposed POIs visits trajectories clustering approach is
described; the generated clusters vary in terms of visit context (e.g., weather and
visit time) and POIs characteristics (e.g., POI category). Then, two novel recommendation strategies that leverage the general user behaviour models learnt
with Inverse Reinforcement Learning are presented and evaluated. Finally, the
recommendation approach is compared to a kNN baseline method for next-item
(POI) recommendation [5].
This paper extends [6] by using a much larger database of users’ POIs visit
trajectories and by employing a novel behaviour learning algorithm implementation that leverages GPU hardware. It is found that the recommender introduced
in this paper allows tourists to obtain a larger estimated reward (utility), by
visiting the suggested POIs instead of those actually visited (which are normally
used as ground truth for testing a RS).

2

Related Work

Clustering users trajectories (i.e., a sequences of POIs visits in an area) in order
to understand users’ behaviour or support their decision-making process has
been already addressed in some previous work.
One of the simplest form of clustering is based on users’ demographic data.
For instance, a next-POI recommendation approach that generates suggestions
for users clustered according to their demographics is described in [4]. The
authors leverage user’s check-in and demographic data collected by the Location Based Social Network (LBSN) Foursquare. Check-in data are used to build
temporally ordered visit trajectories that are then used by a Recurrent Neural
Network to identify common visit patterns. Instead of suggesting a specific nextPOI to be visited, the method rather predicts its category. The authors state
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that relevant POIs can be then retrieved from a database using the predicted
next-POI category according to different strategies (e.g., popularity or price).
Here clustering solves the new user problem, but it does not support learning of
the user behavioural model, as it is proposed in this paper.
A more sophisticated clustering approach for next-POI recommendation can
be found in [7]. There a trip activity RS based on the similarity of users in a LBSN
is proposed. The similarities between individuals and the place-based decisions
they make are exploited. Given the user’s preferences the model finds similar
individuals that also value those properties and recommends places based on
related preferences of these similar individuals. K-means clustering is applied to
check-in times for clustering individual’s daily activities into nine user-specific
clusters. The next step is to extract prototypical POIs that can be used to
represent each cluster or “typical activity”. Using this method each user in the
dataset is characterised as a temporal series of eighteen activities evenly split over
two days (week-day and week-end). Then, recommendations are generated with
a user-to-user collaborative style where the eighteen characterising activities of
the target user are compared to the characterising activities of a neighbour user.
Differently from the here proposed solution, in that approach the information
about user context is not leveraged and clusters are used to group activities
rather than users.
In [8] the authors aim at finding optimal itinerary recommendation in terms
of distance and travel time. Assuming that the user has identified the POIs she
wants to visit and the number of days she will spend in the region, a clustering
algorithm will distribute the POIs to clusters that correspond to the available
days. Then a traveling salesman problem algorithm will finally determine the
actual visit order. So, differently from the here proposed approach, in [8] no
recommendation technique for novel POIs is proposed and clustering is applied
to POIs rather than to trajectories.
GroupTourRec [9] is a system that includes the functionality to form groups
of homogeneous people, identifying POIs appropriate to each group and assigning
a guide to each group. In [9] clustering is used for forming groups of users to
travel together, while here travellers are independent and are clustered together
according to their behaviours. Moreover in [9] the POIs to visit are identified by
solving an orienteering problem rather than using predictive techniques (Inverse
Reinforcement Learning) that are used in this paper.
Similarities to the approach presented here can also be found in [10]. The
authors point out that while a plethora of trajectory clustering techniques have
been proposed, they often rely on spatiotemporal similarity measures that are
not space- and time-invariant. As a result, they cannot detect trajectory clusters
where the within-cluster similarity occurs in different regions and time periods.
Hence, they revisit the trajectory clustering problem by learning quality lowdimensional representations of the trajectories. Similarly to the approach presented here, they extract a set of behaviour features that capture space- and
time-invariant characteristics of the trajectories. Then, with a feature extraction module, they transform each trajectory into a feature sequence to describe
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object movements (as we did), but in addition, they further employ a sequence
to sequence auto-encoder to learn fixed-length deep representations. But, they
did not apply such a deep trajectory model to a recommendation task.

3
3.1

Trajectory Clustering and Recommendation
Sequential Decision Making Model

The tourist POIs visit trajectory generation task is modelled here as a finite
Markov Decision Process (MDP). A MDP is a tuple (S, A, T, r, γ). S is a finite set
of states and a state represents the visit to a POI in a specific context (weather,
temperature and day). A is a finite set of actions: the decisions to move to one
of the available POIs (so they match one-to-one to the POIs). T is a finite set of
probabilities, T (s" |s, a), to make a transition from state s to s" when action a is
performed. The function r : S → R models the reward (unknown) a user obtains
from visiting a state, i.e., a POI in a particular context. Finally, γ ∈ [0, 1] is used
to discount future rewards with respect to immediate ones.
A user’s trajectory is a temporally ordered list of states (POI-visits). Given
a MDP, an optimal policy π ∗ : S → A, which maximises the cumulative reward
that the decision maker obtains by acting according to it, can be found. The
value of taking a specific
a in state s under the policy π, is computed
!∞ action
s,a,π
k
[ k=0 γ r(sk )]. The optimal policy π ∗ dictates to a user
as Qπ (s, a) = E
in state s to choose the action that maximizes Q. When the reward function is
known, Reinforcement Learning algorithms are used for computing an optimal
policy [11].
But, as it was mentioned earlier, in RS applications the reward obtained by a
user when visiting a state (i.e., the r function) is usually unknown, because users
rarely provide feedback. Therefore, it is interesting to learn a reward function
r compatible with the bare observations of the decision maker transitions from
state to state; this problem is solved by Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL).
IRL algorithms derive the user’s action-selection policy from the learned reward
function r by assuming that users act in order to maximise the reward. As in
[12] it is here assumed that r is a linear function, r(s) = φ(s) · θ, of the state s
feature vector φ(s) and the user utility vector θ, which models the unknown user
preference for the state features. For additional details about the proposed MDP
the IRL algorithm (Maximum Likelihood Reinforcement Learning - MLIRL)
please refer to [6].
In the application discussed in this paper the vector φ(s) is binary
and represents the presence or absence of the following attributes: weather
fw , where w ∈ {clear, f oggy, partly cloudy, mostly cloudy, rainy, windy}; temperature ft , where t ∈ {f reezing, cold, warm, hot}; daytime fd , where
d ∈ {morning, af ternoon, evening, night}; POI category fc , where c ∈
{church, . . . , palace}; historic period fh , where h ∈ {3rd century, . . . , 20th century}; related person fr , where r ∈ {Brunellschi, . . . , V asari}. In total there
are 151 Boolean features (F = 151), 137 representing the POI (P = 137) and
14 representing the context (C = 14). In particular, there are 13 category, 18
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century and 106 related person features. Since actions in A represent POIs and
a state vector combines a POI with context features, then φ(a) denotes also the
feature vector part describing the POI.
3.2

POIs Visit Trajectories Clustering

The dataset that is used here to validate the proposed approach contains 1663
geo-localized temporally ordered trajectories of users’ POIs visits, recorded via
GPS sensors in the historic centre of Florence (Italy). POIs visits in each trajectory are enriched with information like hourly weather summaries (e.g., cloudy
or rainy), temperature (e.g., cold) and daytime (e.g., evening). In addition, for
each POI, by using expert knowledge, features like category (e.g., monument),
historical period (i.e., century) and (one) historical person were added. For the
532 different POIs appearing in the trajectories 13 different POI categories, 18
historical periods and 106 historical persons were identified.
The trajectories/users ratio is 1.43 and the average trajectory length is 11.7
POI-visits. Because of this shortage of user specific preference data, an individual user behaviour model would not be very accurate. Hence, it is proposed to
cluster users’ trajectories and then to learn a “general” user behavioural model
common for all the users/trajectories in a cluster. Users’ trajectories are clustered in such a way that clusters are space and time invariant. This is achieved
by building a quality low dimensional representation of the trajectories. The
additional advantage of this approach is twofold: it minimises the impact of suboptimal behaviour that could influence some user’s trajectory, and it allows to
deal with datasets with small numbers of observed interactions per user. Then,
by applying IRL on each cluster of trajectories, a cluster specific reward function
and behavioural model is learned. The latter is the optimal policy that dictates,
for each state, the best action (next-POI visit) that a generic user in the cluster
should take in order to maximise her reward.
The proposed clustering technique models each user trajectory as a document obtained by merging all the POI descriptive features (i.e., POI category,
historic period and related person) and visit context features (i.e., part of the
day, weather and temperature). Then, each cluster is characterised by the features (document terms) of the most frequent POI-visits in the cluster. Clustering
the trajectories is implemented with Non Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
[13]. There are two main benefits of this approach. Firstly, NMF groups trajectories according to a common semantic structure that can explain the resulting
clusters. NMF extracts topics, i.e., lists of words, that describe groups of documents. The second benefit is that it allows to assign a user’s POIs visit trajectory
to more than one cluster.
Five topics/clusters have been determined by conducting a stability analysis
on the considered data set, as suggested in [14]. In Table 1 the top-10 terms per
cluster and the number of trajectories per cluster are shown. Clusters are named
with the first 5 English alphabet letters.
In the following, two cluster examples (i.e., C and E) are compared; they have
some similar features but a different number of trajectories. Figure 1 depicts the
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Table 1. Top 10 terms in the five topics extracted from the trajectory data set and
number of trajectories assigned to each topic (cluster).
#Term

Cluster A

Cluster B

Cluster C

Cluster D

Cluster E

1

morning

hot

cloudy

warm

freezing

2

cold

afternoon

cold

cloudy

cloudy

3

square

century 16

church

century 14 afternoon

4

palace

palace

square

church

century 14

5

century 15 church

century 13

square

palace

6

century 13 square

palace

building

building

7

church

century 19

rain

palace

century 13

8

night

century 13

museo

ponte

church

9

dante

museo

brunelleschi century 13 foggini

10

century 10 brunelleschi tadda

#Traj. 368

339

341

century 19 century 19
297

153

clusters’ trajectories and 15 most popular POIs. POIs are depicted as circles
with diameter proportional to the normalised POI popularity: the more popular
the POI is in the cluster the larger the circle is. There is a large number of POIs
present in both clusters, but they differ in terms of normalised visit frequency.
In fact, in the cluster represented on the right, POI circles are smaller because
of a more uniform distribution of the visits among all the POIs in the cluster
(i.e., not only the top-15 shown in the figure). The importance of the various
streets in the clustered trajectories is determined by identifying the most representative trajectories in the clusters. These are the trajectories whose tf-idf
vector representation is closer, in cosine similarity, to the cluster centroid, which
is the average vector of all the tf-idf vector trajectory representations. The street
importance is represented as shades of the colour bar on the right part of the
figure; it has higher values (darker colour) in proximity to popular POIs and on
the main streets connecting them.
At the bottom of Fig. 1 the ranked lists of the most popular POIs in the two
clusters are shown. POI names in black typeface are common to the two clusters,
whereas coloured names are cluster specific. 11 POIs are common to these two
clusters and 9 of them are common to all the clusters. They actually belong to
the top-15 attractions according to popular travel portals1 .
Clusters differences in terms of POI features are shown in Fig. 2. This figure
shows the probability of various features (POI category, historic period and
related person features) in the five considered clusters.
1

www.planetware.com/tourist-attractions-/florence-i-to-f.html
www.touropia.com/tourist-attractions-in-florence/
www.theculturetrip.com/europe/italy/articles/20-must-visit-attractions-inflorence-italy/.
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Fig. 1. Top-15 visited POIs and street relevance (heatmap) for two clusters

Fig. 2. Extracted POI features distribution per cluster

Overall, one can see that the features variability in the clusters is not high. In
fact, POIs are rather similar, i.e., they are mostly cultural POIs. It is reasonable
to conjecture that if a more diverse assortment of POIs (e.g., leisure, restaurant,
bar, etc.) were available then the clusters may better discriminate alternative
groups/types of tourists. Nevertheless, by looking at the specific POI descriptive
features, one can notice interesting differences. For instance, POI categories like
churches and buildings characterise mostly visits in clusters A and D, whereas
to a lower extent trajectories in the other clusters (e.g., cluster E). Instead,
cluster E is more representative of visits to bridges, squares and museums. Also
POI historic period and POI related person features differentiate the clusters.
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For instance, cluster E is characterised by visits to POIs from the 15th and
16th centuries and artists from these times (i.e., Brunelleschi, Michelangelo and
Giambologna). Other relations between historic period and related person can
be identified in 13th century and Dante (e.g., clusters A and C) as well as 13th
century and Ghiberti (e.g., cluster A). Carrying out this analysis with a domain
expert, an art historian, could reveal more similarities and differences between
the clusters.
In Fig. 3 the probabilities to observe certain context features in the clusters
are shown. For instance, one can see that clusters C and E mainly group visits
during cloudy days (left). Considering instead the temperature (centre), the
clusters capture other nuances of the visits. For instance, cluster A represents
visits on cold days, whereas cluster C groups visits on warmer days. Interestingly,
focusing on the part of the day (right), there are clusters that represent visits
performed at different times. For instance, mornings and afternoons in cluster
A, afternoons and evenings in clusters B and over the whole day in cluster D.

Fig. 3. Extract of context features distribution per cluster.

By means of a χ2 test of independence, it has been found that the frequency of
POI category, historic period, related person and weather depend on the cluster
(all significant with p < 0.04).
3.3

Next-POI Visit Recommendation

Two recommendation strategies, which exploit the previously discussed clusters
and suggest next-POI visit actions, are now described. Given the observed POIs
visit trajectory of a user and the general user behavioural model of the cluster
she belongs to, these strategies suggest viable next-POI visit actions.
Cluster Behaviour Based Recommendations (CBR). When only few
observations of a user’s behaviour are available, e.g., only a single sequence of
user’s visit actions, then the general user behaviour of the cluster the user belongs
to can be used to identify the optimal action this user should take after the last
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visited POI. The optimal action, as it was explained in Sect. 3.1, is that with the
highest Q value in the user’s current state.
Cluster Behaviour Hybrid Recommendations (CBHR). When more
visit actions observations for a user are available, recommendations can also be
generated by combining the group generalised user behaviour (as it is used in
the previous strategy) with next-POI visit scores computed on the base of a user
specific preference model. The user specific preference model is built by observing
the frequencies of the descriptive features (e.g., POI category) appearing only
in the POIs of the user’s observed trajectories. The overall scores for alternative
next-POI visits are generated by a linear combination of the user specific POI
scores and the cluster specific scores proportional to the Q value of the visits
(general model). For instance, if a commuter is understood to like art because she
mostly visits museums, and an exhibition is estimated to be an optimal choice
for her group, then the system could recommend it to her.

4

Recommender System Evaluation

For each generated cluster, the initial parts of the cluster trajectories (80% of
its length) were assigned to the train set and the remaining 20% to the test
set. Then, in each cluster, the train set data was used to learn the general user
behaviour model for that cluster. In order to compute and evaluate recommendations, the trajectories in the train set were considered observed by the system
and were used to generate next action recommendations, while the remaining
parts (test set) were used to asses the evaluation metrics (discussed below). The
benchmark kNN RS method (see below) does not use clustering, hence it was
trained using all the trajectories in the train set (the union of the clusters’ train
sets) and tested using the union of the test sets.
The proposed recommendation strategies were benchmarked by using several
metrics. The reward metric measures the average increase of the reward of the
recommended actions compared to the observed one (in the test part of the
trajectory). It is the difference of the recommended POI-visits Q values and
the one in the test. Dissimilarity measures how much the recommendations are
dissimilar from the observed visit and ranges in [0, 1]. Novelty estimates how
unpopular are the recommended visit actions and ranges in [0, 1]. A POI is
assumed to be unpopular if its visits count is lower than the median of this
variable in the training set. Detailed definitions of these metrics can be found in
[6]. Precision is the percentage of recommended visits that match the observed
one, hence it shows to what extent the system suggests the actions actually
performed by the user.
The proposed recommendation strategies were compared with a kNN based
approach that does not distinguish between user behaviour learning and recommendation generation. It takes the observed target user trajectory as input and
seeks for other user observations (trajectories) in the data (train) that contains
the same items (visit actions) found in the target user observation. Then, the
next-item (action) recommendation is selected among those contained in the
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most similar observations in the (train) data. For further details we refer the
reader to [5,6,15].

5

Experimental Results

The compared recommenders’ performance for top-5 and top-10 next-POI visit
recommendations are shown in Table 2. One can observe that the recommendations of CBR and CBHR allow users to obtain larger rewards, compared to
kNN. While, as expected, kNN has the best precision, as it tends to suggest
next-POIs that the user would anyway visit. CBHR, instead, excels in novelty:
it provides more novel recommendations than CBR and kNN. kNN novelty is
very low because it favours POI visit action that are actually visited by the users,
hence they are popular. Turning now to the dissimilarity metric, one can note
that the three models have similar performance. Finally, the statistical significance (p < 0.01) of the performance difference between the proposed approaches
and the baseline was assessed by means of the Welch’s t-test: all of them are
significant (p < 1×10−6 ), with regard to all the considered performance metrics.
Table 2. Evaluation results
Top-5

Top-10

Metric

CBR

CBHR kNN

CBR

CBHR kNN

Reward

0.8791 0.7788 0.4204 0.8304 0.7695 0.3863

Precision

0.0834 0.0514 0.1518 0.0751 0.0464 0.1285

Novelty

0.0002 0.1878 0.0000 0.0503 0.2640 0.0000

Dissimilarity 0.8923 0.8706 0.8578 0.8901 0.8694 0.8693

Figure 4 shows a concrete example of the top-3 recommendations generated
for a user in cluster A by the considered strategies (CBR, CBHR and kNN). The
part used for training comprises the first five POIs (ending with Via della Condotta), whereas the part used for testing comprises the last three POIs (starting
with Fontana del Nettuno). By construction, CBR prioritises items that are
judged to be relevant for all the users in the cluster. In fact, as one can see in
Fig. 2 (discussed in Sect. 3.2), recommended POI features have high probability
to be found in the cluster (i.e., 13th century and monument). CBHR hybridise
CBR with the user specific preference model, hence, its recommendations have
features that are relevant for both the target user and the cluster. In fact, the recommended POIs features (i.e., 14th century, Brunelleschi and square) fall among
the top-6 features in the user’s user preference model, while also being relevant
for the cluster (as it can be seen in Fig. 2). The kNN recommendations shown
here illustrate the peculiarity of this method: it suggests POIs that are predicted
to be in the test part of the trajectory (i.e., Fontana del Nettuno). Moreover, it
recommends POIs that are very popular (top-20) in the training set.
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Fig. 4. Observed user trajectory (top); top-3 POI visit actions recommendations generated by CBR, CBHR and kNN techniques; user preference model (right)

6

Conclusion

A new recommender system technique for tourists behaviour learning and nextPOI recommendations has been presented. The proposed approach first clusters
users’ POIs visit trajectories by harnessing space and time invariant features such
as POI descriptive content (e.g., POI category and historic period) as well as the
context of the visit (e.g., weather). These clusters, in comparison to other state
of the art clustering approaches in tourism, are more specific and are computed
relying on behavioural data rather than set a priori, e.g., by classifying users
in prototypical tourist types. Then, the proposed method learns cluster specific
behaviour and preference models by applying Inverse Reinforcement Learning.
The produced clusters have been analysed and the performance of two novel
recommendation strategies built on top of the learnt behavioural model have
been compared to a kNN based recommender. The learnt behavioural model
explains (clustered) users’ preferences by identifying the relative contribution to
the reward given by the various features that describe the POIs and the visit
context. Recommendations of next-POI visits maximises the reward the user
gains while discovering relevant, novel and non-popular POIs. In comparison,
the here studied kNN baseline has better precision, but inferior reward and
novelty.
Further research should examine more closely how the proposed method can
exploit spatial features (e.g., streets width and density) of the POI-visit trajectories. It is conjectured that these features may influence user’s decision-making
and therefore must be considered in the user behaviour model and the generated
recommendations.
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